SNOW DAY!
Well, it’s got to be getting close . . . everyone’s watching the hills to see if snow is showing up, in
anticipation of the 2015-2016 ski season! Fact is, we used to get more snow around here. We even had
our own local ski slope, complete with a double chair lift and three different rope tows.

The effort started in the early 1950s, with the proposal of a Mount Pilchuck State Park, supported by
about 35 different civic groups. By 1957, the park was a reality, through the cooperation of the federal
government. But there’s a big difference between a park (often covered in snow), and an actual ski area.
Long-time residents undoubtedly remember the excitement when there was a stock offering in 1961,
intended to raise money for the construction of a double chair lift on Mt. Pilchuck, along with
improvements and expansion of the existing rope tows and facilities. The stock offering explained the
background of the effort and listed a budgetary estimate of the overall costs to be incurred.

The results were great! Hundreds of people flocked to the slopes for almost 15 years. There was a
beautiful A-frame lodge, with a smaller A-frame ski shop next to it. The road up the mountain was wellmaintained, so buses and private automobiles had excellent access.

The terminus of the chair lift was 1200’ higher in elevation than the lodge, and there were four rope tows
ranging from 100 to 300 feet in vertical rise, providing skiing for people at all skill levels.
Unfortunately, the climate didn’t cooperate, and the winter rains ruined skiing far too often. In 1978,
the operation closed. It’s interesting that the lodge was dismantled in part, however, then carefully
moved down the mountain, where it still sits today on the South Fork Stillaguamish near Blue Bridge.
The drive up Mt. Pilchuck to the old ski area is still a beautiful drive, and of course the hike to the summit
is one of the most popular (and most satisfying) hikes in the area.

